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To work with

partial functions

(having no value but a gap for some of their ar-

guments) is frustrating: classical logical laws (e.g., De Morgan law for exchange
of quantiers) designed for total functions usually (if not ever) collapse. To incorporate partial functions, Tichý suggested the modication of (the natural
deduction for) the logic of simple theory of types mainly by the correction of

β -reduction (because of partiality, β -reduction is not a rule equivaβ -expansion). As it is apparent from Tichýh's collected papers and his

the rule of
lent to

monograph, Tichý's transparent intensional logic, treating both modal and temporal variability, is a powerful logical system for logical analysis (explication)

1 The present author shows how to dene within

of natural language meaning.

Tichý's system 3-valued connectives which get a value even when an input
proposition is gappy (e.g., exclusion negation or totalizing true-predicate).
Another contribution is made by the correct formulation of the extensionality
principle for partial functions. Another contribution is made by correct formulation of the notion complementary function, i.e. a function non-F having
extensions which are complementary to extensions of the function

F

(not only

two intuitively plausible explications, but rather partial classes complicate the
matter).
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de dicto

/

de re

se) variants.]
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(in a rather generalized, Tichý's, sen-

